The one-dimensional alternating antiferromagnet with H=2JΣ n S⃗ 2n ⋅S⃗ 2n−1 +2J′Σ n S⃗ 2n ⋅S⃗ 2n+1 is studied for J′≪J. For β −1 ≡k B T≪J the susceptibility is expanded in powers of the exciton density as χT∝ A (βJ′, J′/J)e −2βJ + B(βJ′,J′/J)e −4βJ +⋯ and the coefficients A and B are calculated for J′/J→0. The calculation of B(βJ′,0) required the evaluation of the two-exciton scattering matrix. The interactions between excitons which affect the susceptibility are found to be repulsive. As a result, the coefficient B is correctly predicted by the usual assumption that excitons obey localized statistics. A general discussion relating statistics to the on-shell forward-scattering t matrix enables one to understand the difference between the statistical properties of spin waves and excitons. For opposite-spin excitons an attractive bound state is found to exist for all values of total momentum. Perturbation theory in J′/J is used to calculate the single-exciton dispersion relation at zero temperature as E(k) = (2J+5J' 3 /32J 2 ) − (J′+J' 2 /2J−5J' 3 /32J) cosk − (J' 2 /4J+J' 3 /8J 2 ) cos 2 k − (J' 3 /8J 2 )cos 3 k. The one-dimensional alternating antiferromagnet with $(=2JX"S2"S2 I+ 2J X S2 S2 +I is studied ' for J'« J. For P '=k~T&&J the susceptibility is expanded in powers of the exciton density as gT~A(PJ', J'/J) e '~+ B(PJ', J'/J)e '~+ "~and the coefficients A and B are calculated for J'/J 0. The calculation of B(P J', 0) required the evaluation of the two-exciton scattering matrix. The interactions between excitons which affect the susceptibility are found to be repulsive. As a result, the coefficient B is correctly predicted by the usual assumption that excitons obey localized statistics. A general discussion relating statistics to the on-shell forward-scattering t matrix enables one to understand the difference between the statistical properties of spin waves and excitons. For opposite-spin excitons an attractive bound state is found to exist for all values of total momentum. Perturbation theory in J'/J is used to calculate the single-exciton dispersion relation at zero temperature as E(k) =(2J+5J'/32J') -(J'+ J' /2 J -5 J' /32J) cosk -(J' /4J+ J' /8 J ) cos2k -(J' /8 J ) cos'k.
For the ferromagnet, the three-dimensional case is rather complicated, whereas the one-dimensional case can be treated in terms of simple functions. The situation is similar with regard to the two-exciton states and, as we shall see, simple explicit results can be obtained in one dimension.
In the past, theoretical interest in one-dimensional systems was confined to workers in statistical mechanics, since it was hard to find real systems which conformed to such theoretical models. However, recently a number of one-dimensional systems have been studied experimentally, ' Bnd this activity has stimulated theorists to consider more complicated models. J' exchange interactions. The objectives of the present paper are, first, to calculate the single-exciton dispersion relation to as high order in (J'/Z) as is convenient and, second, to calculate the second virial coefficient for the susceptibility of the exciton gas. Whereas properties may be calculated correctly to the first order in the exciton density using simple noninteracting-exciton theory, the second-order terms depend on exciton-exciton interactions, and these effects are conveniently described by the second virial coefficient. " The properties of this model in the regular limit, " i. e. , when I J -O' I «J, will be discussed in a future publication. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give a general discussion of the structure of perturbation theory and of the type of results one can expect for the model. Here we discuss the construction of an effective Hamiltoni3n X,f& for the manifold of states containing n excitons. In general K f f is given by an infinite series in the parameter (J'/8). In Sec. III we study the scattering of two excitons using K", ' to lowest order in (J'/8).
Here we include in addition to the is a good quantum number, and the energy levels of the system can be written E(n; X) = Ell+ 2Jn+ J'y (n, X),
where ED is the ground-state energy, X is a quantum number labeling the particular n-exciton state, and p(n, X) is a dimensionless energy obtained from K, '", &. In this case K, '«consists 
where N"=Z c""c"". The operator c "creates an (S = 1), (S' = m) are +Ci "C 1,"+1 Cp "Cp "+1+C 1 "Ci "+1 Cp n Cp "+1 + Cp n COIni1 C1,n+1 C 1, n+ Cp1n Cp, nt1 C 1, n+1 C1,n) (3. 13) In this case there are some attractive static interactions, and we expect these to give rise to attractive bound states. 2u~(C1,n Cp n+1 Cp, n C1 n+1+Cp, n C1,n+1 C1 n Cp, n+1) (3. 12) and the effect of these is similar to those for m = 2.
For m=0 the dynamical terms are (-C1 n C 1 n~1 C1 n C 1 n~1 -C 1 n C1 n~1 C 1 n C1 ni1 B. Solution for m= 2 In terms of exciton waves we may write K,P, P' XC1,K/2i/t. C1 /K2-P C11iK/2+2 C1,K /2P' | (3.14)
The t matrix for m= 2 then obeys Eq. (3.10),which in this case reads
This equation is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 1 , and we shall adhere to the convention that k, = -2E. +P; k, =-, 'Z-p; k, '=-. 'Z-p ', (3. 19c) and compa, rison with Eq. (3.9a) yields
ALTERNATING LINEAR HEISENBERG ANTIFERROMAGNET:. . . (3. 25) where y= cosp, y'= cosp' .
The poles at x = T/2J' reflect the bound states of two excitons on a single site. These Bethe's 
We use the evaluations (S.20)
For rn =-1 we write 
(S.24c) Thus the explicit form for t is t(z; k» 1;k2, 1; /2, ', 1;k2, 1) '(p, p') ', (3.31) which is solved by the ansatz tK,'(p, p') = -J'I'psinp sinp'+A'+ B' cosp &o = 2n '(2& x-'+x'r') ', (3.38) where r' = (1 -cP/x' ) / . Comparison with Eq.
(3. 2V) shows that the bound states in the odd-parity m = 1 channel occur at the same energies as those in the even-parity m = 2 channel.
The complete expression for the m = 1 t matrix is thus t (z; 0» 1;kp, 0; kl, 1; kp, 0) = tzu, '(t/, p')
x[(2m+ y)(2m+ y') -sinp sinp') (3.Qc) yields the following expressions for VK'" (P P'):
(3.38d)
I ikewise, the t matrix is labeled by superscripts, and the scattering equation is now of the form tq."(p, t') =vq (p, p') + -5 V",""(P,P") t"" , "'(I/", P) The first step in the calculation is to relate the self-energy to the t matrix. This relation is shown in Fig. 4 and may be written as In this section we shall develop an expression for the susceptibility which includes exactly all effects up to second order in the density of excitons. What we wish to do is to relate the susceptibility X to the t matrix, whose explicit evaluation was performed in Sec. III. To do this it suffices to calculate (c""c gr, since the magnetic momentisproportionaito& m(c""c", ")r. However, acalculation of (c "c", ")r requires knowing the temperature dependence of the exciton energy. The temperature-dependent energy shift is given by the self-energy Z which in turn can be calculated if the t matrix is known.
The most important properties of the Green's functions we shall employ are the following:
is also of order p.
We now evaluate n =(c "c ")r. From Eq.
(4. 1) we have that n"=-yP) ' Ze"'G. where G (k, t)= -t(c"~(t)c "(0))r, 0&it &P n'"=N' Z n '(k, m) . where P, is the projection operator for the manifold g and [d,"d,",&, d . , "sd . , ". "j (5. as) Expanding the commutators and keeping only nonzero terms, we have (J/J' )K", , a= -5 Z ( -1) 'gc'{d "[8", d, ""]I", '",, +dt 
d~" ") . (5 22) In Eq. (5. 22) since we are considering only the one-exciton manifold, we need take only the projection onto the ground state of the commutators with superscripts 0. Thus we find that 
The evaluation of the terms of order J' /J' in the dispersion relation is performed via a similar, but more tedious, calculation which is given in detail in Appendix D. Here we summarize the cal- 
The bandwidth~when J'«J is then given as rkE=E (v) 
(5. so) Thus, harmonic-exciton theory gives the coefficient of cos"k correct to leading order in j ', Further, we also have periodicity in the sense that c (n"n, ) = c(n"n, + N) . (A6) It is this relation which is improperly handled in Eq. (10) 
Now we substitute this ansatz into the Schrodinger equation. We note that if n2 -n, &1, then (K-4 J') ln"n«) = -«z' Z (ln, +o, n, )+ l "n,n+)e), (A7a) Xg(k), ka) =E~(p)g(k"k«). 2" «2+«1n «1 +«1 + e~~«a"+«1n+ «1 «) ) (All) ' (1+n') .
In other words, for m=0, for all values of the total momentum there is an attractive bound state below the continuum. This state is shown in Fig. 2 VoVoVzl 1, n) = ( -, ' J ) VzVo Z (11, n'; -1, n'+1; 1, n)-10, n'; 0, n'+1; 1, n)+ I -1, n'; 1, n'+1;1, n)) .
n ' &n+& Next we compute that 
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the first two papers of this series ' (hereafter referred to as I and II, respectively) the transfer-matrix approach to classical statistical mechanics was developed in a general framework and applied to a study of the decay of pair correlation functions in the d-dimensional Ising model at high temperatures.
It was found that an arbitrary pair correlation function defined on the system decays as Gzo(R) -= (5L (r)5Q (r+ R)) = (A +A,R '+ . )R" " 'e + (Bo+B&R +~~~)R~e~+~~~, (1.1) where A."and B"factor as C"(L)C"(Q)and D"(L)D"(Q), respectively. If L is an operator composed of an odd number of closelyspaced spins, the coefficients C"(L) tend to a finite limit as the magnetic field h tends to zero, while the coefficients D" (L ) 
